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 The Fellowship
The Literary Lives of the Inklings: J.R.R. Tolkien, C. S. Lewis, Owen Barfield, Charles
Williams
by Philip Zaleski

ISBN: 9780374154097
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 656
Price: $39.99

C.S. Lewis is the twentieth century's most widely read Christian writer and J.R.R. Tolkien its most beloved mythmaker. For three decades, they and their
closest associates formed a literary club known as the Inklings, which met weekly in Lewis's Oxford rooms and a nearby pub. They read aloud from works in
progress, argued about anything that caught their fancy, and gave one another invaluable companionship, inspiration, and criticism.     In  The Fellowship,
Philip and Carol Zaleski offer the first complete rendering of the Inklings' lives and works. Lewis maps the medieval mind, accepts Christ while riding in the
sidecar of his brother's motorcycle, becomes a world-famous evangelist and moral satirist, and creates new forms of religiously attuned fiction while
wrestling with personal crises. Tolkien transmutes an invented mythology into a breathtaking story in  The Lord of the Rings, while conducting
groundbreaking Old English scholarship and elucidating the Catholic teachings at the heart of his vision. This extraordinary group biography also focuses on
Charles Williams, strange acolyte of Romantic love, and Owen Barfield, an esoteric philosopher who became, for a time, Saul Bellow's guru. Romantics who
scorned rebellion, fantasists who prized sanity, Christians with cosmic reach, the Inklings sought to revitalize literature and faith in the twentieth century's
darkest years-and did so.

 A Field Guide to Awkward Silences
by Alexandra Petri

ISBN: 9780451469601
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: New American Library
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 320
Price: $30.95

Washington Post columnist Alexandra Petri turns her satirical eye on her own life in this hilarious new memoir...

Most twentysomethings spend a lot of time avoiding awkwardness.

Not Alexandra Petri.

Afraid of rejection? Alexandra Petri has auditioned for America's Next Top Model. Afraid of looking like an idiot? Alexandra Petri lost Jeopardy! by
answering "Who is that dude?" on national TV. Afraid of bad jokes? Alexandra Petri won an international pun championship.

Petri has been a debutante, reenacted the Civil War, and fended off suitors at a Star Wars convention while wearing a Jabba the Hutt suit. One time, she let
some cult members she met on the street baptize her, just to be polite. She's a connoisseur of the kind of awkwardness that most people spend whole
lifetimes trying to avoid. If John Hodgman and Amy Sedaris had a baby...they would never let Petri babysit it.

But Petri is here to tell you: Everything you fear is not so bad. Trust her. She's tried it. And in the course of her misadventures, she's learned that there are
worse things out there than awkwardness--and that interesting things start to happen when you stop caring what people think.
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 The Folded Clock

A Diary
by Heidi Julavits

ISBN: 9780385538985
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 304
Price: $32.00

A raucous, stunningly candid, deliriously smart diary of two years in the life of the incomparable Heidi Julavits

Like many young people, Heidi Julavits kept a diary. Decades later she found her old diaries in a storage bin, and hoped to discover the early evidence of the
person (and writer) she'd since become. Instead, "The actual diaries revealed me to possess the mind of a paranoid tax auditor." The entries are daily
chronicles of anxieties about grades, looks, boys, and popularity. After reading the confessions of her past self, writes Julavits, "I want to good-naturedly
laugh at this person. I want to but I can't. What she wanted then is scarcely different from what I want today."
 
Thus was born a desire to try again, to chronicle her daily life as a forty-something woman, wife, mother, and writer. The dazzling result is The Folded
Clock, in which the diary form becomes a meditation on time and self, youth and aging, betrayal and loyalty, friendship and romance, faith and fate,
marriage and family, desire and death, gossip and secrets, art and ambition. Concealed beneath the minute obsession with "dailiness" are sharply observed
moments of cultural criticism and emotionally driven philosophical queries.  In keeping with the spirit of a diary, the tone is confessional, sometimes
shockingly so, as the focus shifts from the woman she wants to be to the woman she may have become. 
 
Julavits's spirited sense of humor about her foibles and misadventures, combined with her ceaseless intelligence and curiosity, explode the typically
confessional diary form.  The Folded Clock is as playful as it is brilliant, a tour de force by one of the most gifted prose stylists in American letters.

 A Full Life
Reflections at Ninety
by Jimmy Carter

ISBN: 9781501115639
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2015-07-07
Pages: 272
Price: $36.50

"A wise and moving look back at a truly remarkable man." --Houston Chronicle "A warm and detailed memoir." --Los Angeles Times Jimmy Carter, thirty-
ninth President, Nobel Peace Prize winner, international humanitarian, fisherman, reflects on his full and happy life with pride, humor, and a few second
thoughts.At ninety, Jimmy Carter reflects on his public and private life with a frankness that is disarming. He adds detail and emotion about his youth in
rural Georgia that he described in his magnificent An Hour Before Daylight. He writes about racism and the isolation of the Carters. He describes the
brutality of the hazing regimen at Annapolis, and how he nearly lost his life twice serving on submarines and his amazing interview with Admiral Rickover.
He describes the profound influence his mother had on him, and how he admired his father even though he didn't emulate him. He admits that he decided to
quit the Navy and later enter politics without consulting his wife, Rosalynn, and how appalled he is in retrospect. In A Full Life, Carter tells what he is proud
of and what he might do differently. He discusses his regret at losing his re-election, but how he and Rosalynn pushed on and made a new life and second
and third rewarding careers. He is frank about the presidents who have succeeded him, world leaders, and his passions for the causes he cares most about,
particularly the condition of women and the deprived people of the developing world. This is a wise and moving look back from this remarkable man. Jimmy
Carter has lived one of our great American lives--from rural obscurity to world fame, universal respect, and contentment. A Full Life is an extraordinary
read.
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 The Housekeeper's Tale

The Women Who Really Ran the English Country House
by Tessa Boase

ISBN: 9781781314104
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Aurum Press Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-06-01
Pages: 336
Price: $16.99

Working as a housekeeper was one of the most prestigious jobs a nineteenth and early twentieth century woman could want - and also one of the toughest. A
far cry from the Downton Abbey fiction, the real life Mrs. Hughes was up against capricious mistresses, low pay, no job security and grueling physical labor.
Until now, her story has never been told. The Housekeeper's Tale reveals the personal sacrifices, bitter disputes and driving ambition that shaped these
women's careers. Delving into secret diaries, unpublished letters and the neglected service archives of our stately homes, Tessa Boase tells the extraordinary
stories of five working women who ran some of Britain's most prominent households.
There is Dorothy Doar, Regency housekeeper for the obscenely wealthy 1st Duke and Duchess of Sutherland at Trentham Hall, Staffordshire. There is Sarah
Wells, a deaf and elderly Victorian in charge of Uppark, West Sussex. Ellen Penketh is Edwardian cook-housekeeper at the sociable but impecunious Erddig
Hall in the Welsh borders. Hannah Mackenzie runs Wrest Park in Bedfordshire Ã¢?? Britain's first country-house war hospital, bankrolled by playwright J.
M. Barrie. And there is Grace Higgens, cook-housekeeper to the Bloomsbury set at Charleston farmhouse in East Sussex for half a century Ã¢?? an era
defined by the Second World War.
Revelatory, gripping and unexpectedly poignant, The Housekeeper's Tale champions the invisible women who ran the English country house.

 Love in the Elephant Tent
How Running Away with the Circus Brought Me Home
by Kathleen Cremonesi

ISBN: 9781770412521
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2015-05-01
Pages: 400
Price: $25.95

If you live life without a net, what happens when you fall?
Kathleen Cremonesi knew early on she wanted to be different. Determined to avoid following in her mother's footsteps to an ill-fated marriage, Kathleen left
Oregon in her early 20s to travel across Europe. On a whim, this former administrative assistant with wanderlust took a job as a dancer in an Italian circus
and, working her way up, became an ostrich-riding, shark-taming showgirl.
Kathleen bonds with the exotic animals that could strike and kill at any moment, but instead bring her a peace she has never known. And when she stumbles
into the arms of Stefano, the sexy elephant keeper, she finds a man who understands her wild spirit.
With thrilling prose and vivid descriptions, Kathleen takes the reader around the Mediterranean, where she discovers unexpected friends and learns how to
cook, forgive, and love -- across language barriers.
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 Michelle Obama

A Life
by Peter Slevin

ISBN: 9780307958822
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 432
Price: $33.00

An inspiring story, richly detailed and written with Ã©lan, here is the first comprehensive account of the life and times of Michelle Obama, a woman of
achievement and purpose--and the most unlikely first lady in modern American history. With disciplined reporting and a storyteller's eye for revealing detail,
Peter Slevin follows Michelle to the White House from her working-class childhood on Chicago's largely segregated South Side.

 The journey winds from the intricacies of her upbringing as the highly focused daughter of a gregarious city water-plant worker afflicted with multiple
sclerosis to the tribulations she faces at Princeton University and Harvard Law School during the racially charged 1980s. And then returning to Chicago,
where she works in an elite law firm and meets a law student from Hawaii named Barack Obama. Unsatisfied by corporate law, Michelle embarks on a
search for meaningful work that takes her back to the community of her South Side youth, even as she struggles to find balance as a mother and a
professional--while married to a man who wants to be president. 

Slevin deftly explores the drama of Barack's historic campaigns and the harsh glare faced by Michelle in a role both relentlessly public and not entirely of her
choosing. He offers a fresh and compelling view of the White House years when Michelle Obama casts herself as mentor, teacher, champion of nutrition,
supporter of military families, and fervent opponent of inequality. 

 My Grandfather Would Have Shot Me
A Black Woman Discovers Her Family's Nazi Past
by Jennifer Teege, SELLM

ISBN: 9781615192533
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: The Experiment
Pub. Date: 2015-04-15
Pages: 240
Price: $33.95

The internationally bestselling memoir hailed as "haunting and unflinching" (Washington Post), "unforgettable" (Publishers Weekly), and "stunning"
(Booklist). When Jennifer Teege, a German-Nigerian woman, happened to pluck a library book from the shelf, she had no idea that her life would be
irrevocably altered. Recognizing photos of her mother and grandmother in the book, she discovers a horrifying fact: Her grandfather was Amon Goeth, the
vicious Nazi commandant chillingly depicted by Ralph Fiennes in Schindler's List--a man known and reviled the world over. Although raised in an
orphanage and eventually adopted, Teege had some contact with her biological mother and grandmother as a child. Yet neither revealed that Teege's
grandfather was the Nazi "butcher of PlaszÃ³w," executed for crimes against humanity in 1946. The more Teege reads about Amon Goeth, the more certain
she becomes: If her grandfather had met her--a black woman--he would have killed her. Teege's discovery sends her, at age 38, into a severe depression--and
on a quest to unearth and fully comprehend her family's haunted history. Her research takes her to Krakow--to the sites of the Jewish ghetto her grandfather
"cleared" in 1943 and the PlaszÃ³w concentration camp he then commanded--and back to Israel, where she herself once attended college, learned fluent
Hebrew, and formed lasting friendships. Teege struggles to reconnect with her estranged mother Monika, and to accept that her beloved grandmother once
lived in luxury as Amon Goeth's mistress at PlaszÃ³w. Teege's story is cowritten by award-winning journalist Nikola Sellmair, who also contributes a
second, interwoven narrative that draws on original interviews with Teege's family and friends and adds historical context. Ultimately, Teege's resolute
search for the truth leads her, step by step, to the possibility of her own liberation.
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 My Journey with Maya

by Tavis Smiley, Da Ritz

ISBN: 9780316341752
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 224
Price: $27.00

A remarkable story of friendship, love, and courage

When Maya Angelou and Tavis Smiley met in 1986, he was twenty-one and she was fifty-eight. For the next twenty-eight years, they shared an unlikely,
special bond. Angelou was a teacher and a maternal figure to Smiley, and they talked often, of art, politics, history, race, religion, music, love, purpose,
and--more than anything--courage. Courage to be open, to follow dreams, to believe in oneself.

In My Journey with Maya, Smiley recalls a joyful friendship filled to the brim with sparkling conversation--in Angelou's gardens surrounded by her caged
birds, before lectures, sharing meals, and on breaks from it all, they sought each other out for comfort, advice, and above all else, friendship.

It began when he, a recent college graduate and a poor kid from a big family in the Midwest, was invited to join the revered writer on a sojourn to Africa. He
would be handling her bags, but Maya didn't let that stop a friendship waiting to happen. Angelou was generous, challenging, and inspirational. Like a
mother to him, she was selfless.

Here Tavis Smiley shares his personal memories of Maya Angelou, of a decades-long friendship with one of history's most fascinating women, one who left
as indelible an imprint on American culture as she did on him.

 Nabokov in America
On The Road To Lolita
by Robert Roper

ISBN: 9780802743633
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Bloomsbury Press
Pub. Date: 2015-06-09
Pages: 320
Price: $33.00

A unique portrait of Vladimir Nabokov told through the lens of the years he spent in a land that enchanted him, America.
     The author of the immortal Lolita and Pale Fire, born to an eminent Russian family, conjures the apotheosis of the high modernist artist: cultured,
refined--as European as they come. But Vladimir Nabokov, who came to America fleeing the Nazis, came to think of his time here as the richest of his life.
Indeed, Nabokov was not only happiest here, but his best work flowed from his response to this exotic land. 
     Robert Roper fills out this period in the writer's life with charm and insightcovering Nabokov's critical friendship with Edmund Wilson, his time at
Cornell, his role at Harvard's Museum of Comparative Zoology. But Nabokov in America finds its narrative heart in his serial sojourns into the wilds of the
West, undertaken with his wife, Vera, and their son over more than a decade. Nabokov covered more than 200,000 miles as he indulged his other passion:
butterfly collecting. Roper has mined fresh sources to bring detail to these journeys, and traces their significant influence in Nabokov's work: on two-lane
highways and in late' 40s motels and cafÃ©s, we feel Lolita draw near, and understand Nabokov's seductive familiarity with the American mundane.
Nabokov in America is also a love letter to U.S. literature, in Nabokov's broad embrace of it from Melville to the Beats. Reading Roper, we feel anew the
mountain breezes and the miles logged, the rich learning and the Romantic mind behind some of Nabokov's most beloved books.
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 Picnic in Provence

A Memoir with Recipes
by Elizabeth Bard

ISBN: 9780316246163
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 384
Price: $29.00

The bestselling author of Lunch in Paris takes us on another delicious journey, this time to the heart of Provence. 

Ten years ago, New Yorker Elizabeth Bard followed a handsome Frenchman up a spiral staircase to a love nest in the heart of Paris. Now, with a baby on the
way and the world's flakiest croissant around the corner, Elizabeth is sure she's found her "forever place." But life has other plans. 

On a last romantic jaunt before the baby arrives, the couple take a trip to the tiny Provencal village of CÃ©reste. A chance encounter leads them to the
wartime home of a famous poet, a tale of a buried manuscript and a garden full of heirloom roses. Under the spell of the house and its unique history, in less
time than it takes to flip a crepe, Elizabeth and Gwendal decide to move-lock, stock and Le Creuset-to the French countryside.

When the couple and their newborn son arrive in Provence, they discover a land of blue skies, lavender fields and peaches that taste like sunshine. Seduced
by the local ingredients, they begin a new adventure as culinary entrepreneurs, starting their own artisanal ice cream shop and experimenting with flavors
like saffron, sheep's milk yogurt and fruity olive oil. 

Filled with enticing recipes for stuffed zucchini flowers, fig tart and honey & thyme ice cream, Picnic in Provence is the story of everything that happens
after the happily ever after: an American learning the tricks of French motherhood, a family finding a new professional passio ...

 Stalin's Daughter
The Extraordinary And Tumultuous Life Of Svetl
by  Rosemary Sullivan

ISBN: 9781443414425
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 768
Price: $34.99

Stalin's Daughter is a work of narrative non-fiction on a grand scale, combining popular history and biography to tell the incredible story of a woman fated to
live her life in the shadow of one of history's most monstrous dictators.
Svetlana Stalina, who died on November 22, 2011, at the age of eighty-five, was the only daughter and the last surviving child of Josef Stalin. Beyond
Stalina's controversial defection to the US in a cloak-and-dagger escape via India in 1967, her journey from life as the beloved daughter of a fierce autocrat
to death in small-town Wisconsin is an astonishing saga.
Publicly she was the young darling of her people; privately she was controlled by a tyrannical father who dictated her every move, even sentencing a man
she loved to ten years' hard labour in Siberia. Svetlana burned her passport soon after her arrival in New York City and renounced both her father and the
USSR. She married four times and had three children. Her last husband was William Wesley Peters, architect Frank Lloyd Wright's chief apprentice, with
whom she lived at Taliesin West, Wright's desert compound in Arizona. In 1984, she returned to the Soviet Union, this time renouncing the US, and then
reappeared in America two years later, claiming she had been manipulated by her homeland. She spoke four languages and was politically shrewd, even
warning in the late '90s of the consequences of the rise to power of former KGB officer Vladimir Putin. A woman shaped and torn apart by her father's
legacy, Svetlana Stalina spent her final years as a nomad, shuttling between England, France and the US.
In her research for Stalin's Daughter, Rosemary Sullivan had the full co-operation of Svetlana's American daughter, Olga. Rosemary interviewed dozens of
people who knew Svetlana, including family and friends in Moscow and the CIA agent who was in charge of moving her from India when she defected. She
also drew on family letters and on KGB, CIA, FBI, NARA and British Foreign Office files.
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 The Story of Alice

Lewis Carroll and the Secret History of Wonderland
by R. Douglas-fairhurst

ISBN: 9780674967793
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Belknap Press
Pub. Date: 2015-06-01
Pages: 496
Price: $38.95

Following his acclaimed life of Dickens, Robert Douglas-Fairhurst illuminates the tangled history of two lives and two books. Drawing on numerous
unpublished sources, he examines in detail the peculiar friendship between the Oxford mathematician Charles Dodgson (Lewis Carroll) and Alice Liddell,
the child for whom he invented the Alice stories, and analyzes how this relationship stirred Carroll’s imagination and influenced the creation of Wonderland.
It also explains why Alice in Wonderland (1865) and its sequel, Through the Looking-Glass (1871), took on an unstoppable cultural momentum in the
Victorian era and why, a century and a half later, they continue to enthrall and delight readers of all ages.

The Story of Alice reveals Carroll as both an innovator and a stodgy traditionalist, entrenched in habits and routines. He had a keen double interest in
keeping things moving and keeping them just as they are. (In Looking-Glass Land, Alice must run faster and faster just to stay in one place.) Tracing the
development of the Alice books from their inception in 1862 to Liddell’s death in 1934, Douglas-Fairhurst also provides a keyhole through which to observe
a larger, shifting cultural landscape: the birth of photography, changing definitions of childhood, murky questions about sex and sexuality, and the
relationship between Carroll’s books and other works of Victorian literature.

In the stormy transition from the Victorian to the modern era, Douglas-Fairhurst shows, Wonderland became a sheltered world apart, where the line between
the actual and the possible was continually blurred.

 Tibetan Peach Pie
A True Account of an Imaginative Life
by Tom Robbins

ISBN: 9780062267412
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 384
Price: $19.99

Now in paperback, internationally bestselling novelist and American icon Tom Robbins's long-awaited tale of his wild life and times, at home and around the
globe
Tom Robbins's warm, wise, and wonderfully weird novels--including Still Life With Woodpecker, Fierce Invalids Home From Hot Climates, and Jitterbug
Perfume--provide an entryway into the frontier of his singular imagination. Madcap but sincere, with strong social and philosophical undercurrents, his
irreverent classics have introduced countless readers to born-again monkeys, a philosophizing can of beans, exiled royalty, and problematic redheads.
In Tibetan Peach Pie, Robbins turns that unparalleled literary sensibility inward, weaving together stories of his unconventional life--from his Appalachian
childhood to his globe-trotting adventures--told in his unique voice that combines the sweet and sly, the spiritual and earthy. The grandchild of Baptist
preachers, Robbins would eventually become a poet interruptus, an air force weatherman, a radio DJ, an art-critic-turned-psychedelic-journeyman, a world-
famous novelist, and a counterculture hero, leading a life as magical and as bizarre as those of his quixotic characters.
Robbins offers intimate snapshots of Appalachia during the Great Depression, the West Coast during the sixties' psychedelic revolution, international roving
before Homeland Security monitored our travels, and New York publishing when it still relied on trees. Written with the big-hearted comedy and
mesmerizing linguistic invention for which Robbins is known, Tibetan Peach Pie is an invitation into the private world of a literary legend.
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 What Was I Thinking?

The Autobiography of an Idea and Other Essays
by Rick Salutin

ISBN: 9781770412606
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: ECW Press
Pub. Date: 2015-05-01
Pages: 240
Price: $22.95

A lifetime of engagement with religion, philosophy, and activism in a series of fascinating reflections.
Brilliant, fractious, mordantly funny, playwright/novelist/essayist Rick Salutin has been Canadian journalism's agent provocateur for over three decades.
Whether needling governments and politicians, holding public policy to account, or decrying the shortfalls of activist thought and action, he has been one of
the most outspoken commentators of his generation.
In What Was I Thinking?, Salutin reveals his curiosity about both the world of the mind and the world of the here and now. His life has been graced with
contact with extraordinary people from Hannah Arendt to Holocaust theologian Emil Fackenheim to goalkeeper-politician Ken Dryden, and we discover the
profound influence their thought has had on his. but he has also had encounters with Conrad Black and Peter Worthington, joined his fellow coffee-drinkers
in the infamous fight to save the west-end institution Dooney's from displacement by Starbucks, and taken furious potshots at the political pandering of the
nation's media outlets.
This is classic Salutin and most of it hasn't been published before -- including a lengthy personal and historical essay on the world of therapy. It's a
wonderful roller-coaster ride of thought and opinion. Step on!
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